Abstract-Wireless networks consist of Mobile Nodes (MNs) which use wireless links to communicate. Usually, they work together to attain a common objective such as environmental monitoring, communication, etc. By nature, the communication among these MNs are not stable as the quality of the wireless links is changed severely. Moreover, the wireless nodes are usually small and therefore resource-constrained. Thus, it is not possible to use algorithms having large processing power or memory footprint. All these factors make the design of mobility management schemes for wireless networks quite a challenge. As a result, it is necessary to test schemes systematically to assess the performance in the expected application scenario. To do so, numerical analysis is a notable process to comprehend the performance of mobility management schemes and the limitation of developing mobility management solutions explicitly for multiinterfaced MR in NEMO networks. This paper proposed a numerical model to analyze handoff performance of Multihoming-based scheme to support Mobility management in Proxy NEMO (MM-PNEMO) environment. After that, it represents a comparative analysis among the standard Network Mobility Basic Support Protocol (NEMO BSP), Proxy NEMO (PNEMO) and MM-PNEMO scheme. The performance metrics estimated for these schemes are mainly handoff delay and packet loss. It has been perceived that, the MM-PNEMO scheme performs better compared to the standard NEMO BSP and PNEMO scheme.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid expansion of wireless access network, supproting seamless inter technology handoff is becoming one of the utmost significant concern in order to provide Quality of Service (QoS) for time sensitive applications (i.e. VoIP, Video) in mobile networks [1] , [7] [8] [9] . QoS can be specified as handoff delay, packet loss, packet delivery ratio, and throughput. Investigation of these performance metrics is particularly fruitful to evaluate each mobility entities performance in mobile networks [2] [3] [4] .
In mobile wireless networks, mobility models are significant building blocks for numerical-based analysis. It has a substantial impact on the performance evaluation of the mobility management schemes in NEMO [15] . In order to determine the movement rate of Mobile Router (MR) or Mobile Node (MN), it is essential to select an accurate mobility model. The most familiar mobility models utilized in mobile networks nemely Random Waypoint Mobility (RWM) model, City Section Mobility (CSM) model, Manhattan Mobility (MM) model as well as Fluid-flow Mobility (FM) model [13] [14] [15] .
The basis of this work is to know the functioning mechanism of the mobility management schemes and to determine which protocol provide better handoff performance. The contribution of this paper includes: (i) constructing a numerical model to compare the applicability and efficiency of the MM-PNEMO scheme with that of the standard NEMO-BSP and PNEMO respectively.
(ii) Investigate and analyze the handoff performance in terms of handoff latency and packet loss.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview on MM-PNEMO scheme. The proposed numerical model is detailed in Section 3. Then section 4 present numerical outcomes and analysis. Finally, the paper is concluded in section 5.
II. OVERVIEW ON MM-PNEMO
The MM-PNEMO scheme as shown in Figure 1 offers the location update procedure in order to separate the new attachment of the serving MR (SMR) which is termed as 'fast registration' process from the particular flow movement which is entitled as 'flow-based routing' process [6] . As soon as the New Flow-enabled MR (NFMR) identifies the new attachment of SMR on the target network, the NFMR sends Early Proxy Binding Update (EPBU) message via Handover Initiations (HI) message to the FLMA for initiating the fast registration process without enable flow-based routing information. During fast registration mechanism, the Flow-based Local Mobility Anchor Point (FLMA) accomplishes few tasks for the new attachment such as allocating a new Home Network Prefix (HNP) and Mobile Network Prefix (MNP) of the Physical Interface 2 (PI 2), building new Binding Catch Entry (BCE) for the SMR as well as creating a new tunnel among the FNMR and the FLMA. If the NFMR identifies that the SMR is connected to the new PI (i.e. PI 2), it transmits PBU message containing FMNP option to FLMA in order to initiate flowbased routing process. Once the process is completed successfully, a PBA message is directed from the FLMA to the NFMR. However, if the network entity (i.e. CFMR, NFMR or FLMA) is not informed about the HI message with encapsulated EPBU option, the SMR will initiates PNEMO handoff process. [6] III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS In this section, a numerical model is developed to evaluate the performance of the MM-PNEMO scheme [6] . The MM-PNEMO scheme is then benchmarked with that of the NEMO-BSP and P-NEMO scheme [2] [3] , [11] . P-NEMO is compared with MM-PNEMO scheme since both schemes integrates firmly-entrenched PMIPv6 which is a network-based localized mobility protocol in NEMO to address mobility issues [10] , [12] [16] . In contrast, NEMO-BSP is the standard protocol for any mobility support management aiming at NEMO network and it is also an improved version of the Mobile IPv6. The considered performance metrics to evaluate the performance of MM-PNEMO scheme are average handoff delay and its impact on packet loss. These metrics are notable since they are directly linked to the goals for the proposed model.
A. Assumptions and Notations
To simply the comparison with NEMO-BSP and P-NEMO, it is assumed that the HA in NEMO-BSP is positioned in the similar place as Flow-enabled LMA (FLMA) in MM-PNEMO scheme and LMA in P-NEMO. Likewise, it is assumed that Access Routers (ARs) in NEMO-BSP are located at the identical place as MAGs in P-NEMO and FMRs in MM-PNEMO scheme. As the wired link is robust, it is assumed that the failure of message transmission is not anticipated over the wired link while the failure of message transmission is anticipated over the radio access link. Furthermore, it is also assumed that the SMR is connecting with one Corresponding Node (CN). Moreover, Binding Update Refreshment (BUR) cost is not considered in this analysis.
B. Numerical Model
The City Section Mobility (CSM) model which offers a practical movement pattern for SMRs in a town or city as depicts in Figure 2 [15] . In real world situations, cars have to Fig. 2 . Structure of a Road in CSM Model [15] follow traffic guidelines as they do not have the capability to roam without any obstacles, buildings and so on. Hence, it is essential for all SMRs to monitor predefined routes as well as behaviour procedures in this movement model. The stochastic principles of CSM model have been familiarized [17] . Therefore, the MM-PNEMO, NEMO-BSP and P-NEMO scheme adopts those principles to estimate the mobility rate as well as cell residence time.
According to CSM model, the speed limit is set for each street and the area is symbolised via a grid of lanes starting an individual sector of an urban. Each SMR begins at a defined crossing on two lanes. After that, it randomly selects an end point. Once reaching at the destination, the SMR pauses for a random time. After that, it randomly selects a new destination. Thus, the same process is repetitive and each movement is named as an epoch.
The main aim of this section is to analyse the cell residence time and the mobility rate of SMR in a cell. Therefore, cell 
In For simplicity, it is also assumed that an access gateway area is equal to an AP area. Hence, the SMR handoff rate (h) can be estimated as follows:
The numerical model for performance investigation of the MM-PNEMO scheme is illustrated in Figure 3 , presenting communication paths among related nodes and routers. 
IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS
The parameters are detailed in Table 1 [2] [3] [4] [5] , [18] . 
A. Impact of Tunnelling Weight Factor on Handoff Delay (HD)
The Handoff Delays (HD) of MM-PNEMO scheme, NEMO-BSP and P-NEMO are investigated in Figure 4 as a function of tunneling weight factor (Ĳ). It shows that, the delays for all schemes are increasing with changing the Ĳ. Ĳ indicate the amount of traffic density over the link among the FMRs in the proposed scheme. When road traffic is high, the number of SMRs moving between the same FMRs increase. Therefore, Ĳ can imply road traffic characteristics. Since, the delay over wireless link rises, the handoff delay rises in MM-PNEMO scheme (182.8 millisecond) and P-NEMO (543.1 millisecond). However, these delays are not critical as in NEMO-BSP (1034 millisecond). From the observation in Figure 4 , it is confirmed that the MM-PNEMO scheme and P-NEMO show frequent handoff compared to NEMO-BSP. This is because, the LU over the wireless link is avoided and no tunnelled packets are conveyed over the wireless link. Moreover, the DAD mechanism in NEMO-BSP counts for a huge portion of handoff delay. Hence, it is essential to reduce this DAD delay to improve handoff performance. Subsequently, MM-PNEMO also outperforms P-NEMO by taking the advantage of previous knowledge about the network conditions and its flows during flow-enabled fast registration phase. 
B. Impact of number of SMR on Packet Loss (PL)
In Figures 5 , the amount of packet loss during inters technology handoff for each scheme is depicted for varying the number of SMRs and different cell residence time (TSMR). It is observed from Figure 5 that the total packet loss of each scheme increases for changing the number of SMRs with setting lower residence times (i.e. TSMR=20 sec.). If the TSMR is varying from 20 to 100 sec, the SMR is most likely to stay in a cell and rarely moves to another position. Thus, the packet loss during handoff is very small as depicts in Figure 5 . Basically, packet loss is proportional to the handoff disruption time. Therefore, the cases of the handoff mode for MM-PNEMO shows lower packet loss compared to P-NEMO and NEMO-BSP. , the amount of packet loss for each scheme is depicted for varying mobility rate (h) and different session length (Ȝs). Typically, total packet loss decreases with lower h of SMR as mentioned in section 5.3. When h increases, the SMR moves frequently and changes subnet recurrently because of its high mobility. Thus, includes a number of SMR handoffs which leads to increase packet loss as shown in Figure 6 . Correspondingly, the packet loss is proportional to Ȝs. In Figure 7 , it is apparent that packet loss increases proportionally with the Ȝs for all schemes. Network-based localized schemes (i.e., MM-PNEMO and P-NEMO) outperform NEMO-BSP. This is because due to the elimination of mobility signalling over the wireless link (when Ȝs increases). Besides, the proposed MM-PNEMO consumes less packet loss compared to NEMO-BSP and P-NEMO due to the support of inter technology handoff in P-NEMO. This means that MM-PNEMO is better suited for real time applications where periodic packets are sent at higher rates. Since the standard NEMO-BSP is an enhanced version of MIPv6, it is inadequate to support mobility in NEMO. Therefore, in order to address this constraint, this paper proposes a numerical model of MM-PNEMO scheme to support Mobility in PNEMO. The MM-PNEMO has been compared with the standard NEMO-BSP and P-NEMO for benchmarking. The obtained results showed that the MM-PNEMO scheme has achieved significant improvement by maximizing the handoff performance (packet delivery ratio around 99%) comparing to the standard NEMO BSP and P-NEMO.
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